Safari Ltd® is an American owned and family operated manufacturer and worldwide distributor of
Toys That Teach®. These authentic, hand-painted figurines have been inspiring children around the
globe for three generations.
Our mission is to teach children the importance of nature and its conservation through the joy of play.
And we’ve been doing a solid job so far…

Education is key
As educators, we take our mission seriously. The importance of creating Toys That Teach®
is at the core of who we are. Safari Ltd® provides educational information online in five
different languages. Our team of Safarians is always researching the latest wildlife news,
paleontology discoveries and conservation efforts in the name of sharing and educating.
Our comprehensive online resource, SafariPedia®, is a nifty apparatus we created in order to
document wildlife spanning back to the prehistoric era and make this information accessible
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to children, teachers and animal enthusiasts. SafariPedia® is constantly updated, so we’ve got
the latest and greatest critters showcased in this digital hub.

So is imagination
As an imaginative bunch, we believe in the art of play. Creativity is a fundamental element
in the learning process. So is daydreaming, by the way. Our collections include almost
1,000 products spanning from the mythical to the historical. Dinosaurs, wildlife, dragons
and fairies, horses and farm life, reptiles and sea life... it’s all in a day’s work for a Safarian.

Did we mention we’re huge fans of the planet?
Safari Ltd® is passionate about conserving the world’s environment so families can learn and enjoy it for decades to come. In addition to making people aware of our animal friends through our
figurines and educational platform, we support in other ways. Sponsoring elephants, donating
Safari Ltd® toys to underserved communities and contributing to various environmental preservation efforts are all part of our contribution to making this world a happy and healthy place.
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Parents First

Executives Second

Alexandre Pariente, CEO + Christina Pariente, President
Safari Ltd® is led by husband and wife team, Alexandre and Christina, who proudly continue
the company’s family-owned legacy and commitment to crafting the finest Toys that Teach®.
Safari Ltd® has always been a family passion. In fact, the story of the company’s beloved
mascot, Bernie The Gator™, is based upon the real life adventures of Bernard Rubel, the
company’s visionary founder, and his wife Rosemarie.
Today, Bernard’s grandson, Alexandre, guides Safari Ltd® as its CEO, while Christina, his
wife serves as the company’s President. Together, they’re proud parents to a young daughter, Ocean Ray, who certainly keeps them inspired to continue creating Toys that Teach®.
“Family is the very fabric of Safari. Inspiring children to learn through the joys of play is
a household tradition passed down for three generations that Christina and I now get to
enjoy with our own daughter. Watching her playing with Safari animal figurines reminds
me how great my job is, but also how important it is to continue the legacy of handcrafted
quality and craftsmanship that my grandfather started. New technologies and things like
social media are allowing us to expand upon his vision, but we will always, always remain
true to the heart and soul of Safari,“ states Alexandre.
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Alexandre didn’t simply step into the position of CEO. He began his career working in the
warehouse and learning about the business of toys inside and out.
“My grandfather was old school, a true believer in working your way up, so you could develop a real understanding of how the business operates and an appreciation for the people
who work so hard to make Safari possible. So that’s what I did. He gave me the opportunity
and I never looked back. Safari is in my blood.”
Christina also worked her way up through the ranks, a philosophy which she wholeheartedly embraced. “It gave me a firm understanding of how the company runs, what could be
improved, and how I could best apply the skills I developed during my years as a Physician
Assistant to Safari. I think of my skillset as 50% science, 50% art and that seems to be a really
good balance for our toys. I love it!” exclaims Christina.
Under the leadership of the husband and wife team, Safari has introduced creative new toys
and teaching tools into the line-up. One of the most popular is SafariPedia®, a free educational resource that provides kid-friendly insight into the animals of the wild.
SafariTopia® is a social hub that allows SafariFans to share photos, experiences and creative
ways to use Safari animal figurines with each other. They can even share their own ideas for
new toys with Safari experts.

“We’re creating something bigger than ourselves and getting to
do that every day is one of the coolest parts of the gig.”
Alexandre and Christina are boldly propelling Safari forward, while taking great care to never
lose sight of what really matters – the company’s core values. One of the most important is a
long legacy of social responsibility. For Safari, that means actively supporting environmental
and conservation causes near and dear to their hearts.
“Safari has that ‘family owned and run’ spirit that cares. It’s not just about our own family but
about families and kids everywhere, about what kind of planet they’ll inherit, and the animals they
might not see without a strong conservation movement. We have always been active champions
of nature and wildlife. Our company was founded on it and we continue to do our best to bring
awareness to as many kids and families as we can. We’re creating something bigger than ourselves and getting to do that every day is one of the coolest parts of the gig,” exclaims Christina.
Staying true to the company’s founding principles, while also advancing the mission forward
by capitalizing on today’s technologies, Alexandre and Christina have poised Safari Ltd® for
even greater success in the future.
“There’s magic in what we do,” states Alexandre, “this is what pumps us up as one big Safari
family. We love bringing joy to children through Toys that Teach®. It’s an absolute privilege
and everyone at Safari takes this to heart every day we come to work.”
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BERNIE

The Globetrotting Gator
Follow Bernie’s adventure on Instagram @BernietheGator.

Bernie is no ordinary alligator and he’s certainly no run-of-the-mill spokesgator. In fact, his journey
is one that spans the globe and inspires kids across this big, beautiful planet to love and learn
about nature, wildlife and even their own imaginations.
The year was 1921, and, magically, the forces of nature, which are often too mysterious for
us humans to understand, brought Bernie to life in the countryside of Germany. Though
this is not normally a favorable habitat for swamp-loving gators, Bernie thrived here and
as he grew up, so did his curious spirit.
Bernie knew right off that he wasn’t going to spend his days just sunning himself on the
toasty rocks. He was going to be a great explorer and adventurer. So, he hopped on a
freighter and sailed off for America, where he landed on the bustling streets of New York
City. Bernie quickly learned that the big city was no place for a gator. His armored skin
just didn’t seem to fit in with the fashionable folks roaming up and down Fifth Avenue.
Besides, Bernie longed to experience the swampy wetlands he’d read about in books – a
place filled with so many gators, it was actually called the “Home of the Alligator”.
So, Bernie set off for the famed South Florida Everglades.
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The moment he slipped into those warm, swampy waters, he knew he was home. Being the gregarious gator he was, Bernie quickly made friends with the local gators who welcomed him with open
(though rather stumpy) arms. Yes, indeed, life was good in Florida. But Bernie learned it wasn’t always
that way. He listened as the other gators told him stories of the days their families were hunted to the
brink of extinction. However, he also heard tales of the brave and caring humans who created laws to
protect the gators and the fragile wetlands they called home.
Bernie learned this great justice was called “conservation”, and he immediately knew he had found
his calling. He was determined to spread the word about conservation and help protect other wild
creatures all over the world. Coincidentally, it was at about this same time that Bernie also discovered
another great concept – LOVE!
He fell head over heels for a brilliant and beautiful alligator named Rosemarie, who shared his zest
for adventure and his appreciation for the natural world. Together, they would travel the globe to discover new creatures, new wonders and make new friends throughout the animal kingdom. They also
happened to build a loving family of adorable baby gators along the way, who, as you might expect,
inherited the curious spirit of their parents.
These epic travels, their loving family, and their dedication to preserving the planet and its creatures
are how Safari Ltd® was born. Being proud parents, Bernie and Rosemarie realized that the most
important people to join the conservation movement are kids. Because they’re the one’s who’ll grow
up to save the planet as adults!
So, they began handcrafting the Toys that Teach® for which Safari is so well known today. Things
started small, but the dream grew! Now, kids all over the world use Safari Ltd® Toys to learn about
conservation, wildlife, sea creatures, and even mythical and magical beasts. The legacy of Bernie and
Rosemarie lives on, teaching generation after generation.
The story of Safari, like every great success story, began with a curious mind, a caring heart, and a commitment to making a difference. Thanks Bernie. Your spirit will forever guide our mission at Safari Ltd®.

“The legacy of Bernie
and Rosemarie lives
on, teaching generation
after generation.”
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About

Safari Ltd Toys
®

Our Toys That Teach® are inspired by nature and powered by imagination.
That means we’ve got authentic and artful figurines that kids and adults can enjoy for a lifetime…

The Artistic Process
Safari Ltd® figurines are made with the utmost artistic and precise integrity. Our group
of sculptors meticulously research and study every animal’s anatomy prior to creating
a lifelike model. Each product is then manufactured in that model’s likeness and hand
painted with delicacy, making no two Safari Ltd® figurines exactly alike. This added layer
of uniqueness is another reason kids, adults and collectors love our figurines!

Museum Quality
At Safari Ltd®, we carefully craft our product for the most perceptive eyes of all – those
of a child.
Our Monterey Bay Aquarium® Sea Life collection is developed with one more step in
the process… science. Created and produced with the same unique, accurate practice
described above, this special collection is our passion collaboration. Each accurate-to-
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scale product is revised with the respected, up-to-date scientific research from our
planet-loving friends at the Monterey Bay Aquarium®. As science evolves, so do
Safari Ltd® figurines.

Rolls Royce of Dinosaurs
Our Safari Ltd® Dinosaur collections have been heralded by many established professionals and educators in the paleontology field. Teachers have used our dinosaurs
as supplements in the classroom citing their remarkable accuracy and detail to the
magnificent creatures that once ruled the earth. Additionally, prehistoric era buffs
compliment our work as the most stunningly authentic figurines in the market. Safari
Ltd® Dinosaurs were also featured in the Jurassic Park franchise, so there’s that.

Collectibles You Can Play With
Safari Ltd® has fans spanning from our inception in the 1980’s, many of whom have
kept their childhood figurines and enjoy them today. We’ve got the fan posts to
prove it! Our toys are specialty lifetime treasures that don’t have to stay on the collection shelf.
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Safari Ltd®

Collections
Almost 1,000 fun and unique products to choose from!

Good Luck Minis®
Mini friends available
individually or in Fun Packs!
Ages 5+
Size ranges: 0.75” to 1”
(2 to 2.5 cm)

TOOBS®
Over 100 styles of our best
selling collections sold in
TOOBS® or Bulk Bags!
Ages 3+
Size ranges: 1.25” to 3.75”
(3 to 9.75 cm)

Incredible Creatures
Jumbo Animals from
all kingdoms
Ages 18m+
Size ranges: 3” to 40”
(8 to 101.5 cm)

Dinosaurs
Prehistoric creatures from
air, land and sea!
Ages 3+
Size ranges: 3” to 23”
(7.5 to 58.5 cm)
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Fantasy
Mythical creatures
and fantasy friends!
Ages 3+
Size ranges: 3.5” to 7”
(9 to 18 cm)

Wildlife
Wild creatures from
around the world!
Ages 3+
Size ranges: 2” to 12.5”
(12.5 to 32 cm)

Farm
Farm and pet friends!
Ages 3+
Size ranges: 1.5” to 7”
(4 to 16 cm)

Sea Life
Underwater creatures to love!
Ages 3+
Size ranges: 1.5” to 18”
(4 to 45.5 cm)

Safariology®
Learn and explore!
Ages 3+ to 7+
Size ranges: 2” to 4”
(5 to 10 cm)

Fixtures
Many unique ways to present
our quality figurines!
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SafariPedia

®

SafariPedia® is a free-of-charge internet encyclopedia featuring animals and Safari Ltd® figurines. This fun, educational resource is a pretty neat way to get informed on your favorite critters
on the planet as well as prehistoric beasts and mythical characters!

Toys That Teach® 2.0
Our Safari Ltd® figurines have been teaching kids for decades, so we decided to take that
to the next level. Although we wish life was like Toy Story, our Acrocanthosaurus (Ak-rowcan-tho-sore-us) won’t tell you about his meat loving ways… but SafariPedia® will. Simply
visit wiki.safariltd.com, find your animal and learn.

When we do something, we do it right.
We encourage teachers, parents and animal lovers to use this tool. All information on
SafariPedia® is updated regularly and sourced, so educators can feel confident as they
browse SafariPedia® and use its content.
Let your imagination take a walk through the planet and a trip back to when dinosaurs
ruled! Discover more about the amazing creatures in the Safari Ltd® universe.

Apatosaurus
Apatosaurus (A-pat-oh-sore-us), Deceptive Lizard, lived in the Late Jurassic of North America. Along with Diplodocus and Camarasaurus it is one of the
most common dinosaurs found in the Morrison formation. It is popularly know by it junior synonym Brontosaurus. Many early finds were named based on
limited fossil material that later turned out to have already been named. The first name takes priority. Sauropod skulls are rare fossils and diplodocid skulls
are particularly fragile. Since Brontosaurus was robust animal it seemed intuitive that it would have a robust skull like the well documented Camarasaurus.
Brontosaurus became famous thanks to the paintings of Zallinger and toys by Marx as an Apatosaurus body with a Camarasaurus head.

Contents
1. Content List
2. Genera and Species
3. Characteristics
4. Size
5. Behavior
6. History of Discovery
7. Paleoenvironment
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Toy Gurus
This is our added value to you. We hand-pick the most credible and enthusiastic candidates to
live, breathe and know Safari Ltd® figurines. The results are our Safarian Toy Gurus.

Customization
Our Toy Gurus customize, tweak and otherwise adapt to you. These lads and lasses are an
extension of your team. They have the knowhow and expertise to devise tailor-made strategies according to your goals, inventory and market... and they know how to move toys.

Toy Guruism
This knowledge comes at no extra cost to you. If you purchase anything wholesale from
Safari Ltd®, you are appointed a Toy Guru and can call upon your expert as often as you
please. Many of our Safarian Toy Gurus enjoy personal relationships with our customers,
who often ring up just to say, “ahoy there”.

We’re Cool Like That
Safari Ltd® takes pride in offering a skilled account team. This service goes way beyond
order filling. Our experts carefully study how our product best fits your needs and are
able to devise plans, curate in-store displays, as well as market recommendations and
industry best practices. This involves time, critical thinking, business savvy and our special
sauce… genuine love of toys.
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Toy Gurus are present at every step of your relationship with Safari Ltd®. We believe in offering a 360˚ approach to your experience, so our Toy Gurus handle everything about your
order from the initial recommendation or shelf plan, to any inquiries you have along the way,
as well as a presence at multiple trade shows around the world should you like to meet them
in person. Additionally, all our Toy Gurus work in-house, so you are dealing directly with Safari
Ltd®. Toy Gurus are involved in every part of the process. In other words, we don’t believe in
the shenanigans of handing over pieces of your business to different departments. Your Toy
Guru is your Safari Ltd® penguin for life.

Meet a few of our

Toy Gurus
Jaime “Verde” Greene
Why do I like the toy industry? Besides the obvious fact that toys
are awesome, the people that work in the industry are just as great.
There are some customers I’ve never met in person and have had
hour-long conversations with on the phone. You’d think we’ve
known each other our whole lives. My clients span from buyers and
owners of toy stores, zoos, museum shops, aquariums, state and
national parks, educational stores, comic book shops, the list goes
on. I get to develop friendships with cool people that do very different things. How could I not love this?

Erin “Mac” McCarthy
Working in the toy industry is different from any other because
what we do is fun! When I talk to customers or prospective customers, I know that I am offering them a great product that children—and grown up children—will love. For me, this comes first
hand from seeing what my two children choose to play with. If I
can help one of my customers be successful, while also helping a
child to use their imagination and learn, that is the best reward.
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Awards
& Honors
Reader’s Favorites: Best Toddler Toy 2016
Baby & Children’s Product News
First Place, Top Ten Prehistoric Animals of 2016
Dinosaur Toy Blog
Accessible Toy Awards Winner
Sensory Sun
Creative Toy Awards Preferred Choice Award
Creative Child Magazine
Creative Toy Awards Top Toy of the Year
Creative Child Magazine
10 Best Creative Products: Safari Ltd®
Fairy Fantasy® Tea Party Set
Doctor Toy’s Guide
100 Best Children’s Products: Safari Ltd®
Fairy Fantasy® Tea Party Set
Doctor Toy’s Guide
Parents’ Choice Award winners: Wild Safari® Dinos Liopleurodon,
Winner’s Circle James on Dancing Bells and Safari Ltd® TOOBS®
Parents’ Choice Foundation, Children’s Media & Toy Reviews
Wild Safari® Prehistoric World Iguanodon voted
Best 2016 Prehistoric Animal Toy Figure
Prehistoric Times Magazine
Wild Safari® Prehistoric World Sauropelta voted
Best 2015 Prehistoric Animal Toy Figure
Prehistoric Times Magazine
Wild Safari® Prehistoric World Monolophosaurus voted Best 2014 Prehistoric
Animal Toy Figure
Prehistoric Times Magazine
Wild Safari® Prehistoric World Gryposaurus voted
Best 2013 Prehistoric Animal Toy Figure
Prehistoric Times Magazine
safariltd.com
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Press

Room

Safari Ltd® has been featured across multiple publications, blogs, TV commercials, children’s learning books and
more. Take a look at a handful of our favorite media coverage below.
Menucha of Moms and Crafters is a stay at home mom who uses her love of easy crafting and DIY to create
unique activities with a focus on parenting. Her blog also includes parenting advice, recipes, gift ideas and
more. In this post she shows how to make a wall hanging for her son’s room using Safari Ltd® wildlife figurines.
http://www.momsandcrafters.com/animal-wall-hanging/

Kaitlyn of Simply Learning designs curriculums for busy moms that focus on minimalism and celebrating
childhood. Her sensory and printable activities help children develop motor skills while learning. In the
linked activity, she uses a Human Organs TOOB® to create a sensory and matching game to help children
learn about anatomy.
http://www.simplylearningkids.com/2016/04/human-organ/

Jae of the Pinay Homeschooler offers Montessori-inspired activities for early homeschooling to help children develop fine and gross motor skills, including sensory activities, matching games, and much more.
In her blog post, she uses a TOOB® to create a sensory bin activity that recreates an archaeological dig
site for kids on a miniature scale.
http://www.pinayhomeschooler.com/2017/08/safari-ltd-mammal-skulls-discovery-play.html

Isabel of Uno Zwei Tutu is a stay at home mom who focuses on creative ideas for activities to share with
her child, incorporating many aspects of her multicultural family to showcase hands-on learning experiences in both Spanish and English. In this post, she creates a felt play mat showing land, sea and air with
corresponding TOOB® animals in each environment.
http://uno-zwei-tutu.com/montessori/diy-montessori-land-water-air-mat/

Certified Montessori teacher Deb Chitwood blogs about childhood development. With a degree in childhood studies and a background in homeschooling, she shares learning activities for fellow parents and
educators. Check out her post featuring Montessori inspired activities using Safari Ltd®’s TOOBS®.
https://livingmontessorinow.com/montessori-monday-free-safari-ltd-toob-keys-and-activities/

Mommy University is a blog for parents and educators looking for creative ways to enhance their children’s
learning. Check out their post featuring Safari Ltd® Sea Life figures for Shark Week.
http://mommyuniversitynj.com/2017/07/22/shark-week-educational-activities-for-kids/
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Contact Us

For press, speaking inquiries
and requests, please contact
our networking team at:
networking@safariltd.com

Check us out on the social scene:
For Toy Guru questions and ways
to find out how our team of
experts can assist you with Safari Ltd®
product needs, please contact
Stacie “Beavs” Beavers at:

facebook.com/safariltd

twitter.com/safariltd

sales@safariltd.com
pinterest.com/safariltd/
For all general inquiries, please call
305-621-1000 or visit us at:

youtube.com/user/Safariltd

Safariltd.com

instagram.com/safariltd/

linkedin.com/company/safari-ltd-

wikipedia.org/wiki/Safari_Ltd
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Wondering What
People are Saying?
Sometimes other people say it better. Read some of our favorite quotes and comments
from our Safari Ltd® fans and experts.
“I have used the range of Safari Ltd® dinosaur figures as teaching tools for our Dinosaurs and Diorama
classes at the Smithsonian Summer Camp program for many years. These are high quality, well documented figures that can be used to interest young minds in science. The dinosaur and tree replicas
create enthusiasm about the earth sciences and botany. The best way for kids to learn is to make it
fun. It is like having a 3D textbook in class for the kids to use.”
Randy Knol
Prehistoric Times Columnist
“Kudos to your company for taking the time to help provide children with the chance to experience
wild and amazing creatures up close and with their own hands, a blind child’s way of seeing.”
Hillary Kleck
Founder of Sensory Sun Educational Technologies
“Not only are Safari products great for imaginative and creative play, but they are also wonderful for
facilitating natural learning opportunities for children with emerging language.”
Krista Crandall
MA, BCBA
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“I use several of the reptiles and amphibians to help teach at
a national wildlife refuge. The children love them!”
Liza Eckardt, SafariFan
“Absolutely fantastic. Safari Ltd® did not disappoint.”
Spinodude Reviews
“I use Safari Ltd® animals and figures displayed in my playroom for
children to choose when when they wish to play dramatically on the floor
or in the sand trays I have available for them to express their thoughts, feelings and
experiences. The toys and figures can also be used to create a world or story in the sand tray. All the animals, fantasy figures, various peoples and groups are perfect for use in any play therapist’s playroom.”
Susan Falck, Clinical Social Worker and Registered
Play Therapy Supervisor (susanfalck.com)
“It is so important for me to find toys that allow [my daughter’s] creativity and imagination to
blossom and Safari Ltd® figurines do just that.”
Mandy Hall (@GirlGoneChildTX)

“Love these uber detailed figures! I can definitely say they sparked a ton of conversations about
dinosaurs and where they came from.”
Danitra Smith (@danitrasmith)
“Safari Ltd® offers almost any animal or sea creature that you would be
looking for. They are very well made and my grandson loves them.”
Danny Cosmo, SafariFan
“We love these Safari Ltd® figurines! My daughter has toted her animals along with her to the park, the backyard, the store, and to bed
for nap-time…Toddlers aren’t exactly gentle with their toys. They’ve
been dropped. They’ve taken baths…they were even submerged in
homemade slime. The animals are durable, they haven’t chipped or
broken, which is a big selling point for me as a mom.”
@MrsBethAnn
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